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PREFACE 

This addendum report presents the results of the California Division 

of Mines and Geology (CDMG) drilling program at Calistoga, California, which 

was the final geothermal-resource assessment investigation performed under 

terms of the second year contract (1979-80) between the U.S. Department of 

Energy (DOE) and .the .CDMG under the State Coupled Program. 

is intended to supplement infopation presented in CDMG's technical report 

for the project year, "Resource Assessment of Low-and -Moderate-Temperature 

Geothermal Waters in Calistoga, Napa County, California." , 

This report 

During the investigative phase of the CDMG's Geothermal Project, over 

200 well-driller's reports were obtained from the Department Qf Water 

Resources (DWR). 

logs would reveal the 

provide a check €or the various geophysical surveys that were performed 

It was hoped that the interpretation and correlation of these 

subsurface geology of the Upper Napa Valley and also 

in the course of the study. However, these DWR driller logs proved to be 

inadequate due to the brief, non-technical, and erroneous descriptions 

contained on the logs. 

data, and because information was desired from,deeper horizons, it became 

evident that drilling some exploratory holes would be necessary in order t o  

obtain physical evidence of the stratigraphy and aquifers in the immediate 

Calistoga area. 

As a result of.the lack of useable drill-hole 

Pursuant to this objective, a total of twelve sites were selected--four under 

jurisdsction of Napa County and eight under jurisdiction of the City o f  

Calistoga. 

geothermal drilling, and environmental and time constraints precluded CDMG 

A moratorium is currently in existence within Napa County on most 

from obtaining the ncessary site permits within the county. However, a 

ii 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS I 
The Calistoga test drilling program, which was conducted as'the final 

1 
I phase of the CDMG resource assessment of low and moderate temperature geo- 



and contain almost no deleterious substances. 

zone, below 120 feet, on the other hand, contain relatively high concentrations 

of minerals, including boron, that. are deleterious to plant growth and may 

cause scaling and other-problems 

ible to prove the usefulness of water chemistry in determining geologic 

structure, the evidence obtained appeared favorable and tended to 

Waters in the geothermal - 
9 

Although too few holes were drilled to make it Pa 

corroborate earlier conclusions discussed in the main Calistoga report volume. 

Finally the drilling program has shown that geothermometric temperatures 

are an accurate means of predicting maximum temperatures and that measured 

temperatures compare favorably with geothemometric temperatures in the 

Calistoga area. 

The geothermal test drilling program has.proven a great asset to the 

Calistoga resource assessment program and has made possible a far more 

accurate assessment than would otherwise have been possible. The st?tement 

that "you can't prove the resource until you drill" has once again been 

proven to be accurate. 



DRILLING PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, 

It has long been a recognized fact that in 

. .  
RATIONALE 

geothermal resource assessment, 

as in other types of subsurface exploration, the only way to finally test the 

presence, quality, and quantity of the resource I s  to drill a hole or holes 

to prove it is there. Although the Calistoga area is not "unproven" with 

espect to -%eo ermal resources (there are many geothermal wells located 

throughout the area), it was apparent at the onset of CDMG's studies that too 

as known about 

resource in the Calist a area. 

e subsurface conditions that control the geothermal 

Evidence for this was seen in the unexplained 

relatively close proximity o ot and merely wa lls, .and in -wide variations 

of flow from closely-spaced adjacent wells. 

-In order to assure the best possible assessment of the Calistoga 

geothermal resource within the funding available, CDMG undertook a drilling 

included the following: 

individual aquifers. 

Flow data for the aquifers. 



Geochemical correlations that could help unravel the subsurface geo- 

logic structural picture. 

Overall, information that could be used to help make the final assess- 
1 
I ment of the geothermal resource at Calistoga. 

In order to obtain the best possible results from up to six holes that 

could be completed in the drilling program, sites for 12 drill holes were 

selected at strategic locations throughout the resource area, including six 

preferred sites and six alternate sites. These sites were selected to provide 
I 

I 
I 

the best possible cross section of the valley and reservoir area and, for 

correlation purposes, were located immediately adjacent to previously completed 

CDMG geophysical study alignments. 

on the maximum thickness of the alluvial section of the valley while others 

One hole was chosen to provide information 

I 
I were located to test the areas of higher temperature and maximum geothermal I 

fluid flow. 

rationale for the selection of each site, is contained in the main Caliitoga 

report volume. 

The complete list of hole sites chosen, together with the 

The sites were chosen without-consideration for political boundaries; 

some within the Napa County jurisdictional area and some within the city limits 

of Calistoga. Unfortunately, environmental reporting and permitting require- 

ments, for the sites located in the county jurisdictional area, could not be 

completed within the time frame required to allow for completion of the 

drilling program on schedule. 

I 

A variance was applied for and obtained from 

, the City of Calistoga to drill six holes located within the city limits 

I 
I 

I 

(Figure 1). 

it was expected that they would still provide the maximum desired information. 

Although some of these were alternates to the preferred holes, 
1 l 

4 I 
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DRILL-HOLE-SITE SELECTION AND SITE DESCRIPTIONS 

e drilled by the Division 

rogram: 

81, 562 feet. 

ree are sited on the alluvi 

Mines and Geology in the 

These included Arroyo #1, 205 feet; Arroyo 1.2, 

The locations for the hole 

of the flat valley floor. 

Arroyo #I. 
i 

This site was located approximately 100 feet east of the Napa River i 
/ on a farm. road on th oyo property, a 37 acre vineyard. Important con- 1 1 
I siderations in selecting this site were: (1) th 

I deepest part of 

section before 

wegt of a major trend of known hot water wells and would provide 

pper Napa Valley basin and wwld provide a deep alluvial 

tering Franciscan Basement; (2) the site was to the 
i 
i 
i 
1 
j 
I 
I 

hole having a depth of 

ount of useful 

n December 18, 1980, 

I I s request and a 
~ 

1 
I 
I 

I 

i 
rlg, and was not requ unately, this con- 

~ 

7 
i 
i 
i d  



be a detriment to completion of this hole. 

made, the conductor pipe would immediately fill with water, and, upon re- 

start of drilling, large volumes of water would be blown out of the hole 

and onto the area around the r€g. 

high boron content and because, with the onset of the winter rains, it would 

not be possible to control its flow on the surface, the hole was abandoned 

at a total depth of 205 feet on December 24, 1980. 

Each time a rod change was 

<- 

Because this water was suspected of having 

Arroyo #2 

This site is located upon the same piece of property as Arroyo #1 but 

Arroyo #2 is 1200 feet was sited on firm ground adjacent to Grant Street. 

east-of Arroyo #I and was intended to substitute for the premature abandonment 

of that. site. 

Drilling commenced on December 29, 1980. The hole was abandoned on 

The drilling of this hole was January 23, 1981, at a depth of 885 feet. 

very slow and time consuming due to the continual plugging of the tools by 

very plastic clays (altered volcanic ash). The tools were 

of eight times at respective depths of 242, 442, 445, 622, 

feet. 

torque which signaled certain rotational freeze-up of the drill pipe, had 

drilling been continued. 

obtained from this hole. 

The hole was abandoned at 885 feet due to very rapid increase in rod 

A wealth of new and unexpected information was 

Moore fl 

This site is located at 2150 Greenwood Avenue withi 5 acre parcel 

owned by Mr. Tex Moore. The site was adjacent to a traverse along which 



gravity, magnetic, and resistivity geophysical surveys had been performed. 

The hole was planned in order to provide stratigraphic control for the geo- 

physical surveys and to provide a correlative section that'could be used in 

I conjunction with the Arroyo #2 geologic log in an attempt to produce a geo- 

logic cross-section of the Upper Napa Valley, 

Drilling commenced on January 27, 1981. The hole was abandoned on 

February 4, 1981, at a depth of 562 feet. The same problems encountered 

in drilling Arroyo #2 were also present in the Moore #I hole; namely, the 

continual plugging of the tQols by very plastic 

Unfortunately, termination of this hole, beeau a funding shortfall, re- 

sulted 5ri abandonment'of the hole before it intersected Franciscan basement 

rocks. 

y (altered volcanic ash). 

However, much very useful information was obtaiued from this hole, 



INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

Ground-Water Geochemistry 

As was previously mentioned, all aquifers encountered in the Arroyo fl and 

#2 and the Moore f1 drill holes were sampled. 

taken at various depths from the 3 drill holes are shown in Table C-1, Appendix C. 

only two exceptions, all of the water samples are classified as being of sodium 

chloride water type, based upon the relative abundance of chemical constituents. 

The chemical analysis of 26 water samples 

With 

The two exceptions, samples M-016-81 and M-017-81, which were classified as being 

of calcium-bicarbonate water type, were produced from two shallow, hand dug wells 

immediately adjacent to the Moore f1 drill site. These samples,were taken due to 

problems encountered upon the initiation of drilling and the inability to produce 

an uncontaminated shallow water sample from the Moore drillh.ole (refer to Drill 

Hole Log in Appendix B), 

(perched?), surficial streah channel deposit that is probably easily recharged 

by precipation and the resultant ephemeral runoff. 

calcium-bicarbonate water type, both samples had almost non-existant boron content 

(.2 and .4 ppm) and a low temperature 12-13OC. 

anomalous in themselves, would tend to indicate a recent meteoric source for this water. 

The log shows that these two samples &e from a shallow 

In addition to being of a 

These temperatures, which are 

The remaining 24 water samples are of a sodium chloride water type. Inherent 

with this water type, boron concentration, and SAR (sodium adsorption ratio ) values 

are characteristically high, RSC (r;esidual sodium carbonate) values are above 2.00 

meq/lt. and high iron values were noted. The delineation of sodium chloride water 

bearing aquifers with depth tends to support several of the preliminary interpretations 

given in the first report, t o  note: 

(1) The existance of sodium chloride water types with depth probably indicates 

a hot-water dominated hydrothermal system of volcanic origin, whereby deep-percolating 

meteoric water and possibly water of other origins becomes involved in a hydrothermal 

system of high terrestrial heat flow associated with a deep magmatic source (White, 

1957). This water is heated to steam containing alkali halides in solution; 



is subsequently circulated within the hydrothermal, 

condensation at or near the surface offhe earth, 

1971) 

ater system; and, upon 

chloride water (Faye 

(2) There appeared to be a minor relations 

Overall-, all of the aquifers sampled were of PO 

(measured as TDS) appeared to deteriorate with dept 

reading recorded, 17.3 ppm, occurred at a depth 

hole; the range of boron content for all of the 

10-17 ppm. This high range of boron would prec 

for commerical irrigation and the high sodium c 

(27Omgjl) recommended by the Environmental Prot 

n water quality and depth. 
ality, but water quality 

though the highest boron 

t in the Arroyo f2 drill 

water samples was from 

of any of these aquifers 

s may be above the limits 

for public water supplies. 

(3) Water temperatures (refer t o  Plate rali increase in re- 

lation t o  depth. ~ However, several interesting temperature anomalies were delineated. 

In particular, temperature regressions were noted at depths of 130-170 feet, 475-485 

feet, and 620-625 feet in t depth.of 325-515 feet in the - 

Moore #1 hole. All these t ns, with one exception, occur 

at the boundaries of dry zones and provid 

n the Arroyo #2 hole, 

is not readily confining' lit r it occurred within 

a high volume water- 

, including those that 

n detail the findings 

1. The main struct 

the valley floor, with other smaller faults ndicularto this mainbreak 



2. Geothermal waters in each of the three wells, Arroyo #1, Arroyo #2, 

and Moore #l, are rich in chloride, which implies a hot-water system 

rather than a vapor-dominated system. 

3. The presence of high chloride concentration and higher SAR and RSC 

values make these waters unfit for irrigation of most crops and 

for other domestic uses. 

The maximum subsurface temperature for the geothermal reservoir at 

Calistoga seems to be on the order of 14OoC. 

Deleterious subtances such as boron are associated only with the 

4. 

5. 

sodium-chloride type of waters in the Calistoga area. 

6 .  As a whole, sodium-chloride type waters ip Calistoga have the 

highest temperatures, maximum SAR, RSC, and TDS. Moreover, they 

represent the deep water reservoir of Calistoga. 

Stratigraphy and Structure 

As shown on the three lithologic drill-hole logs and depicted on the inter- 

pretive cross section (Plate l), excellent stratigraphic correlation between the 

drill holes was made possible by the recovery of distinctive, uncontaminated 

samples via the dual tube drilling method. 

is projected along a northeast-southwest plane approximately perpendicular to 

the axis of northwest trending Upper Napa Valley. 

and vertical scale is 1"=25'. 

The geologic cross section (Plate 1) 

Horizontal scale is 1"=100' 

The Upper Napa Valley is a shallow basin, underlain by a thick section of 

Quaternary, alluvial sediments and Plio-Pleistocene pyroclastic stratified rocks 

(Sonoma Volcanic) that dip -at 9' southwest. Lower units of Sonoma Volcanic rocks 

are comprised of dacitic ash flow tuffs that typically vary only in degree of 

induration. These ash flow tuffs are intercalated with volcanic ash units of 

aerial deposition and minor sedimentary facies of volcanic debris. 

The upper dacitic'ash'flow tuff is overlain by a small sedimentary gravel unit 

12 



that was correlative between the drill holes and 

ash. This gravel horizon indicates a minor hiatus in v activity with re- 

sultant development of a brief depositional alluvi 

pyroclastic units are overlain by an alluvial sect d plain and channel 

deposits that are rcalated with minor aerial dep f nic ash. 
I 

The underlying pyroclastic ash flow tuffs and volcanic ash osits all show 

a very consistent 9' dip t o  the southwest. PI election of 8 

orrelative be- 

ckness for these en the Arroyo 

pyroclastic uni site decreasing to 225 feet 

at the Arroyo f 2  site, This variability is almqst wholly accounted for by the 

dacitic ash.flow tuffs in the lower section, for the overlying ash falls are very 

center to the or east, and (2) these ws were deposited on a 

nearly level ground surface, 

distance from this-eruptive source. 

As mentioned sozqic rocks were 

variable relief this summation 

established a stable de 

major fault and the Val 

not indicate the latte tructural basin 

plunging to the southwest. 

eophysical data does 



Radiometric ages of the youngest tuffs and flows that erupted in the 

Sonoma Volcanic field cluster in the range 3.0 to 4.0 million years (Sarna- 

Wojoicki, 1976). 

cene to early Pleistocene orogeny that deformed and uplifted the formations con- 

taining the volcanic units. 

believed to be responsible for the 9' dip of the Sonoma Volcanics pyroclastic 

units of the southwest. 

This cluster of dates defines a maximum age for a late Plio- 

This Plio-Pleistocene structural deformation is 

Development of this deformation and uplift led to massive erosion of the 

volcanic units comprising the highlands and deposition of thick sections of 

alluvial sediments in structural depressions. 

younger eruptive units from the Sonoma Volcanics field at the western margin of 

the Great Valley suggest that uplift and volcanism were proceeding simultaneously 

(Sarna-Wojoicki, 1976). 

The eastward shift of progressively 

Thus the thick section of alluvial sediments shown on the logs as being 

comprised wholly of volcanic detritus may well represent this subsequent period 

of mass wasting and *depositional adjustment. 

major alluvial units are intercalated with altered volcanic ash units of probable 

aerial prigin. 

fallout ofzmaterial originating from ,eruptive centers outside of the immediate 

Napa Valley area. 

As shown on the geologic cross-section, 

These distinctive ash falls may well represent the volcanic 

The thick section (30 feet) of silty blue. clay logged in the Arroyo #2 

drill hole between the depths of 290 and 300 feet probably represents an alluvial 

accumulation of reworked volcanic ash that was deposited as a flood plain and/or 

channel deposit. 

can best be explained by the striping of this volcanic material from an active 

Ommission of this thick correlative unit in the Moore drill hole 

erosional surface at.the Moore site and deposition of this volcanic ash in a 

structual depression lying to the west. 

. A stabilization of base level is represented by the two correlative 

silty clays (altered volcanic ash) found in the upper 200 feet of the three 

drill holes. The respective depths of these ash fall layers are very consistent, 

14 



and represent deposition on a land surface s 

geomorphologic conditions in the Upper Napa Val, 

ash units may well represent Quaternary volrani 

field. The Clear Lake Volcanic field (Anderson, 19 

Wojoicki, 1976; Hem, Donnelly and Goff, 1975; Sims 

of the Sonoma Volcanic field was active during 

continued up to Holocene time. The Clear Lake 

andesite, dacite, and rhyolite; they occur as 

deposits in a structurally and chronologically 

Donnelly and Goff, 1975). 

uaternary time and 

The youngest ash rec 

Lake is about 10,000 years old (core 7, Sims and Ryme Thus , . the 
fine-grained ash falls preserved In th 

Late Holocene Clear Lake Volcanic activity. 

tigraphy of the 

ent of groundwater 

through the subsurface. 

Highly permeable a 

permeable to impervious volcanic units, thus causing g 

ormed in a fluvial enviro 

water content shown on the 

within facies of highly permeable sands and grav 

close proximity to one another and d 



The hydrology picture of the Calistoga area is made more complex by 

the aforementioned silty clays of altered volcanic ash origin. 

material, primarily quartzo-feldspathic glass shards that was aerially de- 

posited, has undergone almost complete alteration to smectite clay materials. 

The resultant formation of these expansive-clays has generated distinct and 

effective stratiform barriers to vertical migration of groundwater. 

This pyroclastic 

The expansive 

and self-sealing properties of this altered pyroclastic debris are proven by 

the retrieval of completely dry and dusty ash from depths exceeding 850 feet and 

the abrupt cutoff of water-bearing zones by thinly bedded ash beds less than 

6 inches thick. 

r 

The drill logs indicate that the effectiveness of these volcanic 

ash beds as vertical barriers to groundwater movement is dependent upon (1) 

clay mineralogy, (2) thickness of the ash fall or ash flow tuff units, and 

(3) lateral continuity of these units. 

ash units are aquitards and several of the thicker units are proven aquicludes. 

At the least, all altered volcanic 

As has been noted, flowing wells in the Calistoga area are, with few 

exceptions, hydrothermal and yield sodium chloride water. Noting the relation of 

silica solubility to water temperature Fournier and Rowe (1966) suggested the 

possibility that hot sodium chloride water rising from depth, along faults, 

mixes with downward-percolating cooler water causing the precipitation of silica 

and the subsequent cementaton of material at the mixing interface. 

Muffler, and Truesdell (1971) indicate that such "self-sealing" phenomena are 

common in hot-water dominated hydrothermal systems with te.mperatures in excess 

of 15OoC (302'F). 

White, 

Such activity, taking place over an area of several square 

miles, could produce a zone of relatively impermeable material that would con- 

=€ne sodium chloride water under a potentiometric head. 

16 



Discovery of tbe subsurface pyroclastic sq ards and/or aquicludes suggests 

an alternative explanation to -the artesian or free f irg properties of numerous 

hot water wells delineated in the well study of the Calistoga area. The 

development of a potentiometric surface is dependent upon 

kecharge area being at a higher elevation and (2) the existence of confining 

(1) the intake or 

beds between the recharge and discharge area. Both of these conditions are 

satisfied by the existence of the pyroclastic units and their expansive clay 

horizons. 

water in the Calistoga Study Area is probably due to the combined influence 

Thus, the presence of flowing wells that are discharging hydrothermal 

of local confining zones and the geothermal1y.induced density differences of 



REASSESSMENT OF EARLIER CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the drilling.program at Calistoga have shown some major dis- 

crepancies when compared with the interpretations made from the geophysical 

data developed during CDMG'S pre-drilling program studies. 

importance are the estimates of depths to probable basement rocks that were 

O f  particular 

developed during the seismic refraction survey, and of subsurface hot water 

occurrence based on low res$stivity values measured during the electrical re- 

sistivity surveys. A discussion of the problems encountered together with 

a reevaluation and explanation for the discrepancies is given below. Page 

numbers given in the discussion refer to the appropriate pages in the main 

annual report volume on the Calistoga geothermal assessment studles. 

Seismic Refraction Survey 
(p. 67-76, 91-94) 

The results of the seismic refraction survey indicated four basic velocity 

ranges that probably represent different rock units (p. 6 8 ) .  Of these, layer 

4 (velocity range, 12,000-14,500 feet per second) was attributed to "probable 

Franciscan basement rocks" (p. 72), although this velocity range could also 

represent volcanic flows. 

Avenue (Plate 7,  Part C) shows that this relatively high velocity layer is at 

a shallow depth from the northeastern end of the liee at least as far as the 

1600 foot mark, From station 1600 to the southwest, the contact between the 

upper layers and layer 4 (dashed line) is shown to dip generally to the southwest, 

but this contact is based on data of poor quality. 

The seismic refraction section along Greenwood 

Moore #1 drill hole, which is located at about station 1800 (Plate 7) ,  

was drilled tp a total depth of 562 feet. 

hole, which is at about the 4200 foot mark on this Une, was drilled to a total 

depth of 885 feet. 

to have a seismic velocity in the range of 12,000 to 14,500 feet per second, with 

The projection of the Arroyo 112 drill 

Neither o f  these drill holes encountered rock that is likely 

18 



i 

the possible exception of two thin zones of welded tuff found In the lower 

parts of both holes.- However, these welded tuff zones are at much greater 

depths than the top 

dashed line representing layer 4 southwest of the 1600 foot.mark (Plate 7, 

Part C) is not an accurate representation of this layer, 

of layer 4 on the seismic section, us, it appears that the 

t 
However, the apparent 

1 

dip of this layer in the seismic section is similar t o  that euggested by geologic 

units shown in the drill hole logs. 

this dip is not large enough to ac unt for the failure to find 

the layer in the Moore #I drill hole. However, a relatively steep gravity 

gradient and a resistivity boundary near the locati 

The seismic evidence for the presence of layer.4 on the Greenwood Avenue 

line is better northeast of the 1600 foot mark (solid line, Plate 7, Part C). 

I than the total depth of this hole (562 feet). 

1 Electrical Resistivlt 
(p. ' 77-94)  

i 
1 

In the main Calistoga report, the cause of the low values of electrical i 
~ resistivity measured in par of the area near s attributed primarily 

1 
i to hot water (p. 77). However, the drilling progt ealed unexpectedly 

large amounts of clay (altered volcanic tuffs) in th . Therefore, it is 
likely that the observed low-resistivity anomali 

well as by the hot water, because clay also is c 

of electrical resistivity. 

by the clay, as 1 
rized by low values 
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Hot water may have been the agent responsible for the alteration of the 

volcanic tuffs to clay. 

zones and hot water-that is., unless the circulation pattern within the reservoir 

has changed. 

If so, there may be a close association between clay 

However, if clay zones and hot water are not necessarily associated, 

some low-resistivity anomalks may represent only clay zones. 

According t o  the logs for the Moore #1 and Arroyo #2 drill holes, the 

geologic units in the upper parts of the holes are relatively flat-lying; 

however, in the lower sections of the holes, units have a southwestward com- 

ponent of dip. This is generally similar to the pattern of resistivity con- 

tours in Plate 7,  Part A , .  Furthermore, the maximum temperatures recorded in 

the lower parts of these drill holes (159'F at 562 feet in Moore C1, 146% 

at 

tours shown in Plate 7, Part A . 
relationship between the temperature and the resistivity data. 

620 feet in Arroyo #Z) are close to or within the 20 ohm-feet con- 

Thus, there also appears to be a close 
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RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

A geothermal resource assessment y necessity, must be updated, re- 

fined, and reevaluated as more 

available. Hence, some of the material presented below will undoubtedly undergo 

ta on a particular resource area become 

modification and revision as the low- to moderate-t ature geothermal 

resource within the Calistoga area undergoes future development and 

study. 

Reservoir Model 

The geothermal resource at Calistoga is a hydrothermal convection system, 

or possibly, a combination of two or more hydrothermal convection systems. Such 

systems require a heat source, a fluid, and sufficient vertical permeability 

for hot, low-density fluids to rise and, in most systems, be recharged by de- 

scending cooler fluids. 

that transports energy fr 

Hydrothermal convective systems are most likely t o  develop in areas where 

there is a residual heat supply related to relatively young volcanics. 

immediately southwest of the Clear Lake Volcanic field, which had activity 

Convective c4rculation of hot fluids is the mechanism 

the depth to reservoirs ne the earth's surface. 

Lying 

lley is bounded by and underlain by 

deposits that range in age from 3.0 to 

the heat source or "driving" 

stoga is probably the 

t were the source of these 

convect$on system, a fluid, is 

c origin,. coming into con: 

scending along fault or fracture 

zones in the 



1 

Waring (1915, p. 109) early suggested that faulting was responsible for the 

hot water seepage at the original hot springs at Calistoga. 

inferred the existence of a fault aligned with the topographic axis of the 

Upper Napa Valley at Calistoga. Others havqat various times, speculated 

on the existence and location of faulting in the subsurface of the Upper Napa 

Valley. 

the main volume of the Calistoga report) indicated several areas of inconclusive, 

but possible evidence of faulting associated with areas of known geothermal 

Faye (1975) 

The geophysical studies conducted by CDMG at Calistoga (reported in 

waters. 

t o  support this hypothesis with some modification. 

meteoric water is ascending fault or fracture zones to near-surface depths. 

The location of the two areas with the hottest surficial waters, the California 

Geyser at 135OC, and Pacheteau's at 121°C, are coincident with the projected 

The physical evidence developed during the drilling program study tends 

It now appears that heated 

traces of faults mapped to the east. 

drilled wells at shallow depths of 192 feet and 201 feet respectively. 

Both of these areas produce water from 

Deeper 

drill holes exist in close proximity to both of these sites, yet only minor 

temperature increases with depth have been noted. Specifically, two tetjt 

wells drilled at the Geysers to depths of 787 and 836 feet and located at 

horizontal distances of 360 and 630 feet, respectively, from the Geyser well, 

recorded bottom-hole temperatures of 124'C and 118OC. Although the temperature 

logs of these holes show a continuous increase in temperature with depth, the 

lower maximum bottom-hole temperature tends t o  indicate that the hotter water 

(>13$'C) must be confined and has little downslope lateral migration. 

Analogously, a well 1890 feet in depth has been drilled near Pacheteau's and 

again the temperature log shows a continuous increase with depth to a maximum 

bottom-hole temperature of 134OC. 

of this well produce waters in the 94°C to 121OC range from shallow depzhs up to 

200 feet. 

1 

Numerous wells within a quarter mile radius 

Water temperature shows a rapid falloff to the southwest from the source; 

this rapid falloff would suggest a cooling phenomenon with lateral migration from 
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a point source. 

The localization of hot surficial water at the Geyser and at Pacheteau's 

may be explained by water from a deep seated convection system coming up along 

a fault conduit and then outwelling upward along the basal contact between 

alluvial sediments and pyroclastic debris flows. . The geomorphology-of the 

Upper Napa Valley shows a valley undergoing,active alluviation, with erosional 

surfaces protruding through the Quaternary alluvial cover. 

wells and Pacheteau's wells are located at the distal ends of erosional ridge 

structures that are coincident with the current erosional-alluvial interface. 

The basal contact-may provide an avenue for the upward migration of hotter, 

Both the Geysers 

-. less dense geothermal fluids, especially in consideration of the expansive 

and self-sealing proper 

preserved within the alluvial sedimentary section. 

s of the altered volcanic ash fall material (clays) 

Reservoir Volume Analysis 

A geothermal reservoir is a complex, heterogeneous volume of rock 

and water, but most of the thermal energy is contained in the rock. Most 

volumetric estimates consider the reservoir as a volume of rock and water 

regardless of permeability and porosity.. That is, typically, no attempt 

is made to distinguish those parts of a reservoir that are permeable and porous 

ver, because of th 

ck section of impe 

nformation developed from the 

able volcanic rocks sandwiched 

between two water 

reservoir wa 

ialgunvs,, a zonation of the Calistoga geothermal 

- Area:Plate 12 of the main Calist report is a compilation of 133 "hot" 

water wells located near Calistoga. 

temperatures greater t 

the wells was drawn and then modified to fit geophysical and other evidence as 

appropriate. his boundary serves as an estimate of the lateral extent of the 

It is assumed that all of these wells have 

proximate boundary line enclosing 

s" 



geothermal aquifer pending revieions based on future drill holes. The encloied 

area is approximately 5.79 square miles. 

Vo1ume:The Upper Napa Valley was divided vertically into four subsurface 

zones. From top to bottom these are: (1) that: volume of alluvial sediments 

from the surface down to 120 feet in depth, (2) residual volume of alluvial 

sediments lying below 120 feet and extending to the top of the underlying 

southwest dipping pyroclastic beds, (3) volume of impermeable pyroclastic 

material composed wholly of volcanic ash and ash flow tuff and (4) volume of 

saturated pyroclastic material and/or alluvial sediments underlying Zone 3. 

Zone 1 - Based upon information collected.during the Calistoga well 
canvass and the drilling program the top 120 feet of alluvial sediments has been 

withdrawn from the geothermal reservoir assessment on the basis of water 

temperature. Although saturated, only very isolated wells produce waters in 

excess of 25OC from a depth of less than 120 feet in the Calistoga area. 

Additionally, this depth coincides with the averaee at which 13 temperature logs 

(Appendix B) show a markedly high increase in temperature versus depth. 

. 

Zone 2 - On the basis of geophysical work and the drilling program, the 
thickness of alluvium has been shown to progressively increase in a south- 

westerly direction at an assumed dip of approximately 9'. 

projected to the western margin of the valley, with a resultant maximum section 

of approximately 1400 feet of alluvial sediments. 

for this prism yields an approximate volume of sediments 640 feet deep by the 

5.79 square miles of area that probably contains interstitial waters with 

a temperature greater than 25OC. 

energy of 0.52 x lo1* Joules. 

values that ranged from 5 to 8 percent to estimate the volume of water in the 

This dip has been 

Thus, the average section 

This gives a tentative mean reservoir thermal 

Kunkel and Upson (1960) used specific-yield 

alluvial aquifer, and Faye (1974) used- a specific-yield value of 6 percent for 

the alluvial aquifer. A current hydrologic study in the Sonoma Valley by the 
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Department of Water Resources utilized a specific yield value of 6.95 percent 

(C. Herbst, 1981 personal communication) for the alluvium. Because the alluvial 

section and the large-data base used by DWR in the Sonoma study are similar . 

to those of the Upper Napa Valley; a specific-yield fac 

utilized for the Upper Napa Valley. 

r of 6.95 percent was 

Thus, using a specific-yield value of 6.95 

percent and assuming peripheral vertical barrier estimate o f  the total 

quantity of geothermal water in storage in the upper alluvial aquifer of the 

Upper Napa Valley is 135,000 acre-feet, However, base the DWR Sonoma 

Study, perhaps only 10-15 percent of this water can r 

(C. Herbst, personal communication), which conqiderati 

ically be withdrawn 

duces' the upper 

aquifer yield of geothermal water to the range of 13,500-20,250 feet. 

Zone 3 - Both drill holes encountered a thick section of volcanic ash and 

ash flow tuffs that contained no interstitial wate ere impermeable . 
barriers to vertical groundwater migration. This unit is considered to have no 

storage capacity. t -  

Zone 4 - The Arroyo P2 and Moore #1 drill holes were both terminated in a 

dacitic ash flow tuff unit. Although th 

be welded and virtually impermeable, the 

a large volume of hot water. As shown o 

in temperature in conjunction with a lar 

penetration of the permeable scoriaceous 

physical parameters were previously unkno 

represent a major addition 

Valley. Three major problems arise wit rlying aquifer: 

(1) the actual vertical thickness of this unit ar 

hole hit Mesozoic basement rocks; (2) t properties (that is 

permeability,hydraulic conductivity) of 

the actual physical composition of the unit (whether 8 

ery rapid increase 

a1 sediments or 



pyroclastic debris flows) is unknown; and (3) the lateral extent to the West 

of this underlying aquifer basin is unknown. 

The Arroyo #2 drill hole, which had a total depth of 885 feet, is the 

westernmost deep (>600 feet) drill hole in the Upper Napa Valley area. 

shown on Plate 1, this drill hole just barely penetrated into the saturated 

As 

dacitic scoriaceous material, with a resultant increase in wafer. 

The gravity profile (Figure 4, main Calistoga report) shows a thickening 

of sediments to the southwest, although the largest gravity anomaly is located 

well west of the currently projected structural discontinuity coincident with 

Highway 129. Thus, if the Zone 3 pyroclastic beds are continuous to the west 

and maitain a dip of go, the underlying Zone 4 geothermal waters would be very 

deep 'at the western margin of the Valley. 

waters have not been delineated in this area; it would not be because the 

This fact could explain why geothermal 

resource doesn't exist but rather because wells have not been drilled to depths 

adequate to encounter the resource. 
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COMMENTS ON THE RELATIVE SUCCESS 

OF TECHNIQUES USED THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT 

It is difficult to rate each of the techniques used in the Calistoga 

project as to its relative successfulness compared to other techniques. 

Each technique used by CDMG has provided additional insight into the resourcey 

and it is the sum of results from all the technique@ that has provided the 

picture that we now have of the geothermal resaurce at Callstoga. 

Overall, the drilling pronram has provided th 

changing our thinking about many aspects of the 

information developed in other parts of the program that enabled the selection 

of drill sites to best display the important aspects 

source confirmation. 

technique the drilling prog-ram would not have been ne 

was in providing data f 

Howevery it was 

It should be pointed out that without use of the dual tube 

s effective as it 

esource assessment 

Geophysical techniques, particularly gr 

vided significant info ion. Gravity has 

extension of the resource, or possibly a heat sour 

border the Calistoga valley area on the southw 

subject to some minor misinterpretation before 

knowledge of clay beds in the 

Resistivity, although 

t a direct in- 

reservoir and the oc e of themal waters 
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The shallow-temperature-probe technique, although not utilized to the 

fullest extent, provided excellent corroborative results for known areas of 

higher heat and for areas where resistivity indicated higher subsurface 

temperatures. The companion microacoustic study, on the other hand, because 

of escaping gas and a near surface water table which caused masking noises, 

did not prove an effective technique for study in the Calistoga area. 

Geochemistry has proven a valuable tool with respect to geothermometric 

studies, and results obtained using the technique very closely paralleled 

the results that were measured using a down-hole temperature logger. 

separately funded study detailing the use of geochemistry in helping to develop 

a subsurface geologic structural picture is in progress (Majmundar, in 

A 

preparation). 

One very important technique that was used to gain an early picture 

of the locations of the highest heat areas was the canvass of the local area 

wells, including temperature probe and chemical water sampling. 

is, of course, not applicable where only one or two wells may be available, but 

in Calistoga it was possible to develop an early version of the temperature 

contour map (Plate 13 of the main volume of the Calistoga report) with which 

to further refine our study area and to make more effective use of proposed 

Such a technique 

study techniques. 

In general, each of the techniques reported in the main volume and 

drilling addendum of the Calistoga report has provided useful information. 

The degree of usefulness of one technique over the other may vary from one 

locality to another. 

setting may improve the usefulness of the technique and thereby enhance the 

returns that may be expected for its use. 

Experience using a given technique in a given geologic 
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APPENDIX A 
DRILLING METHODS, EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

Drilling Equipment 

The drilling performed by the Water Development Corp. of Woodland, 

California using a DrillTEK D40R Top Head Hydraulic Dr Rotary Rig equipped 

with a 750 CFM/250 psi air compressor and utilizing flush-jointed dual tube 

drill pipe 5-1/8 inches in diameter. 

is based on the use of double-walled or concentric drill pipe. 

cleaning air (or fluid) is circulated down the annulus between the inner and 

outer pipes t o  the drill bit (refer to Figure A-1) where it flushes the cuttings 

up through the center tube at high velocity (nominal is 7000 feet/per minute). 

The rapid flow of chips 

on the rig from which samples can be easily collected. 

Dual -tube drilling, as the name indicafes, 

The hole 

d formational water is sssed into g cyclone mounted 

* 

Because the outer tube supports the hole and circulation is maintained 

internally, surface casing can be eliminated. 

system's prime advantages - the ability to maintain circulation even while drilling 
in caving or unconsolidated strata, voids, or highly fractured ground. Using 

proper drilling and sampling techniques, chip and water samples from dual- 

tube drilling are in little danger of. contamination from wall erosion, are, 

free of foreign matter, and therefore are highly representative of the strata 

encountered. In addition, because the casing i 

bit and in effect "seals off" each successive i 

taminated water samples from eac 

This results in one of the 

Analysis of Dual-Tube Dri 

The test holes that were drilled by CDMG p 

stratigraphy and aquifers that would never have been recoverable by other 

drilling methods. The following are some of the outstanding results obtained 
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in this project using the dual tube equipment. 

The identification Qf aquifers separated by only inches 
of altered volcanic ash (smectitic. clays). 

The ability to extract uncontaminated water samples from 
these aquifers. 

Identification of yield, chemical composition, and temperature 
of individual aquifers. 

Delineation of distinict, very thin, aerially deposited 
volcanic ash beds and delineation of cooling units within 
volcanic ash flow tuffs. 

Sampling and retrieval of dry altered volcanic ash from depths 
ranging to 870 feet. 

Problems Encountered 

Within alluvial sections comprised principally of saturated sands and 

gravels, drilling advance was fast (40-60 ft/hr) and problem free. 

when transition zones containing clay (wet to dry to dry to wet) were encountered, 

tools became plugged very easily. 

composed of altered volcanic-ash that had, upon alteration, formed relatively 

However, 

As shown on the logs, dry zones were principally 

impermeable clays that were.very plastic. 

the tri-cone bit merely deformed or remolded this clay without breaking it up 

enough to free it for discharge up the inner barrel. When this happened, either 

the clay was forced into the eight %-inch diameter air holes between the sub and 

tri-cone bit or was extruded up into the inner barrel. 

resulted in plugged tools and necessitated pulling the tools out of the hole 

for cleaning. At depths below 400 feet, with caving conditions in the hole, 

it took as mcuh as a two-day turnaround, in some instances, to reoccupy the 

Because of the high degree of plasticity, 

j :  

In either case this 

hole. 

below 400 feet. 

was drilled under the contractwhich specified a basis of time and material payment 

to the drilling contractor. 

unique Calistoga geologic conditions, it became possible, through careful 

On the Arroyo #2 hole, for example, tools were plugged seven times 

This is the major reason why total footage of only 1652 feet 

As experience was gained in drilling in the somewhat 

teamwork between the geologist and driller, to avoid some tool plugging by 
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immediately removing downward dr$lling pressure when a clay bed was encountered. 

The geologist quickly notified the driller at the first sign of clay in the 

cuttings, and the driller then either removed down pressure or applied a 

lifting force to counter the weight of the drill rods and tools. 

* 

Sampling Procedure 

In the dual tube air drilling method, because the outer tube supports 

the hole, with circulation being maintained internally, a 100 p'ercent re- 

presentative sample of materials being penetrated by the bit is continuously 

delivered to the surface as long as the drill is operating, 

be extremely advantageous in retrieving not only lithologic samples, but 

also uncontaminated water samples from various discrete formational, aquifers. 

This proved to 

Water Sampling: 

Water samples were taken from all fomatio aquifers encounteTed in each 

drill hole. Because air was used as the drAlling medium an because the dual 

tube pipe -served t o  seal off and isolate intervals, it was possible to monitor 
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determination; one 250 ml filtered non acidified sample fog carbonate, bi- 

carbonate, and total dissolved solids (T.D.S . )  determination; one 60 ml filtered 

acidified (10% "0s) for all cation determination; and one 125 ml filtered 

acidified (1 ml HC1 in 125 ml sample) for sulfate determingtion. 

Details of sampling techniques, use of the air pressured filtration 

equipment, and methods used in laboratory analyses are given in the main 

volume of the 1979-80 report to DOE on the Calistoga studies, and in a separately 

funded geochemical report' on Calistoga (Majmundgr , in preparation). 
The first site, Arroyo #l, was located on a farm road in the middle 

of a vineyard. 

cased and cemented with steel pipe and bentonite mud was used to drill the 

first 70 feet. 

For this reason, the first 60-70 feet of the well was to be 
\ 

Because of the usage of bentonite, the waters sampled contained 

bentonitic mud to the extent that filtration was impossible. Therefore, all 

the collected water samples in the upper part of the hole was discarded down 

to about 150 feet in depth. 

Only two water samples (M-001-80, M-002-80) were collected at depths of 

The 155 and 180 feet, respectively, from the Arroyo ill site while drilling. 

third water sample (WR ill) was collected from the drill-site, using a downhole 

sampler, two days after the drilling operation had ceased. 

Fifteen water samples (M-003-80 through M-015-81) were collected at 

various depths, while drilling the second well site, Arroyo #2.. Though 

bentonite mud was not used in drilling . .  the second and third wells, clay-sized 

particles of volcanic ash were in collaidal suspension in the water samples 

making them impossible to filter. Therefore a new vacuum filtration technique 

wag adapted from labwtary procedures for field-filtration. 

tration system was used for all samples,collected following sample M-028-81. 

This vacuum fil- 
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However, even using this procedvre it was necessary fo filter each sample 

several times until the le water cleared. . 

Eight samples (M-016-81 through M-023-81) were collected during drilling 

of the third well, Moore #l, Two of these sapples were from the fresh water 

.. zone, and were collected from a seperate, previously driJ,led well, 65 feet 

deep, located 50 feet away from the Moore #I, well-site. Sample M-016-81 

is from this well collected at 12 feet depth, and sqmple M-017-81 is from 65 

feet. The rest of the six water samples (M-018-81 through M-023-81) were 

collected at various depths during the drilling operation, The watvr 

logo of the three wells are given with the geqlogical logs; OR Plate 1. 

To facilitate lithologic sampling, the mixture of air rock particles, and 

water coming from the return l$ne is fed to a centrifugal separator or "cyclone" 

where solid material is removed and discharged 

samples were collected by inserting Gilsen screens into the discharge outflow, 

typically a 40 to 100 mesh stack, and by visually 

classification of the split material. 

bulk samples of the materials encountered throughout the drilling process, 

and special mall samples, representative of LL given interval, were retained 

in water-tight plastic bags. 

nfo sampTe splitter, Cbip 
. 

stbating the lithologic 

Staqdard c e bores were used to preserve 
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flow discharge out of the cyc€one into a large metal barrel. This method 

facilitated accurate and continuous temperature measurements of encountered 

aquifers without exposing the probe to abrasive wear from rock particles within 

the discharge. 

of the discharge material were collected, and a temperature was taken with a 

In areas where damp or wet slurries were being produced, samples 

hand-held conventional mercury-in-glass thermometer. In addition to temperature, 

the pH, salinity, specific conductance, and semi-quantitative chloride content 

foF water samples were determined in the field along,with ,various acidifications 

and dilutions of filtered samples. . 

Actual water content of encountered aqurlfers was monitored by measuring 

the discharge at the cyclone in gallons per minute, and recorded as a range 

of volume on the drill log. 

yield of the encountered aquifer; they are only relative volumetric measurements. 

As shown in the schematic of the dual tube pipe (Figure A-1), the area avzklable 

These gallonage figures do not indicate total 

for actual aquifer transmissibility is the residual volume lying between 

roller bits on the tri-cone. 

would in all probability be equivalent to a yield considerably in excess of that 

amount if.that aquifer section were developed with a conventional, larger diameter, 

perforated well casing or-with well-screens. 

the 

Thus,'a gallonage figure of 10-15 gpm on the log 

Chip samples were cont$nuously monitored at the cyclone discharge and bagged 

samples, for later analysis, were collected at 5-foot intervals and/or at lithologic 

changes, whichever came first. Sample classification was based on the United 

Soil Classification criteria except where rock (volcanic ash and welded tuff) 

was encountered. The logs (Plate l), except in those instances, show standard 

soil classification symbols, 

derived from in-situ alteration of volcanic ash. 

* ,  

One special symbol was added for a clay apparently 

Physical and mineralogicgl composition of the sand and gravel fraction- 

was noted on the log. The clay and silt fractions of the sample were color 

coded by using Munsell soil color charts immediately after sample collection. 
\ 
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This immediate color codsng wqs necessary in order to stqndardize descriptive 

clay colors, for i t  was fwnd that radical color changes occurred upon exposure 

of the sample to air. 

volcanic ash (clay) that immediately oxidized to a light olive-brow color. 

This fact is exemplified by a dark bluish-grey altered 

I I 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
'LITHOLOGY OF UNITS AND DRILL-HOLE DATA 

Lithologic Description of Units 
. .  

. ' .  . . ,  
. .  

Alluvium 

In this report, lithologies described as alluvium include the older 

alluvium, terrace deposits, older-alluvial fan deposits, and younger alluvium 

as mapped and described by Kunkel and Upson (1960), and FOB, Sims, Bartow and 

Helly (1973). Subsurface stratigraphic correlation to these surficial deposits 

has not been attempted, although a discussion of erosional surfaces is presented 

in another section. 

As shown in the logs 1-3, fhe alluvium consists of iaterbedded unconsolidated 

gravels, clayey gravels, silty gravels, sands and clays probably comprisi'ng 

channel, floodplain and alluvial fan deposits. For the most part, these alluvial 

deposits are poorly sorted and composed of sub-angular volcanic material. 

gravel and sand fraction principally falls within the dark colored basalt- 

The 

andesite-dacite compositional range with minor lighter colored rhyolitic material. 

The silt fraction within these alluvial sediments consists of fine grained 

pyroclastic-derived material and a large percentage of clays probably derived 

from highly altered volcanic ash. Thickness of individual facies is highly 

variable, ranging from less than 1 foot to a maximum of 50 feet. 

Silty Clays 

This specific unit has been split out of the alluvial section because of 

its importance to the stratigraphy and because it serves as a groundwater barrier 

within the Upper Napa Valley. 

typically composed of highly altered volcanic ash, which exhibits a very high 

degree of plasticity. 

worked pyroclastic material, but some of them are the result of in-situ 

Units shown as silty clays on logs 1-3 are 

Undoubtedly some of these clays are derived from re- 
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alteration of direct; ash fall material that has; not been reworked. This 

fact is discussed further in this report in the Stratigraphy and Structure 

section in the body of this addendum, 

lty clays typicslly exhibit a dark bLuish grey color (5B5/1 to 5B4/1) 

(see Munsell soil color chart), and are composed of expansive clay minerals 

of the smectite group (formerly.tbe montmorillonite.group), very minor residual 

lithic fragments , mafic mineral assemblages of hornblende and/or hypensrhene and 
diagenetic pyrite crystals. Although the bluish-grey color s typical of these . 

clays, being within 4 reducing environment, some units do exhibit a dark reddish- 

However, because o f  two phys 1 facts -- nwely, (I) formation of 
expansive clay minerals (smectite) with resultant self-scallng properties, and 

(2) stratigraphic thicknesses measured i n  the tens of feet -- this volcanic 
40 
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pyroclastic material. has remained dry. 

750 feet, this volcanic ash was discharged from the cyclone in the form of 

Extracted from depths in excess of 

clouds of dust. 

Colors varied from a very dark greyish-black through dark to light greys, 

and reddgsh tans to a light greyish white. 

accompanied by a change in,particle size distribution and were interpreted as 

being volcanic ash falls iatercalcated with pyroclastic ash flow tuffs. 

size distribution is within the clay-silt range (.063mm to less than .002mm) 

Color changes typically were 

Particle 

for the air fall material. Thickness ranges upward to welded pyroclastic 

ash flow tuffs that measure tens of feet thick and show remmant pumice fragments, 

> lcm. in length. 

Ash-Flow Tuffs 

Several discrete ash-flow tuffs, ranging from semi-unconsolidated pyroclastic 

debri to highly siliceous welded dacite tuff were encountered in both the Arroyo 

#2 and Moore #1 drill holes. 
. 

Both drill holes bottomed in a black dacitic tuff characterized by diagenetic 

euhedral pyrite crystals and minor in-filling of voids of silica. Thickness 

exceeded ten feet, but in both cases drilling had to be terminated within this 

unit; so actual stratigraphic thickness is unknom. 

This black dacitic tuff is overlain by approximately five feet of a light 

greenish-grey colored dacitic vitric tuff that exhibits an advanced degree of in- 

duration. Glass shards appear welded and fused, and the unit appears to represent 

the upper surface of an ash flow cooltug unit. 

The above group of beds is overlain by approximate 25 feet of altered 

volcanic ash that Sa turn is-overlain by 20 feet of greyish-black dacitic tuff. 

The tuff appears to be composed of lightly indurated ash flow material that 

locally has been resilicified. 

filled with a soft opgliae(?) material. 

Interstices between lithic fragments are often 
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The uppermost ash flow tuff encountered is a greyicih-white t o  green 

grey colored dacStic vitric tuff, 

matrix, with individual lithic fragments almost, indistinguishable. This 

This unit exhibits a highly siliceous welded 
I 

i 

I tuff is a hard, v e material, an aracteristicq of a cooling 
j 

I 

I 

I 

! 

I 

rind. 

consists of pyroclastic lapilli with accessory opaline(?) silica fillipg natural 

This highly siliceous unit, grades downward into a greyish-black tuff that 
! 
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Lithologic and Hydrologic Logs 

Water Content Definition 

1 gpm 

1-5 gpm 

5-10 gpm 

10-15 gpm 

WJ3T SLURRY - Material produced from discharge has enough free water to sus- 

Actual water yield measured at the discharge with drill 
rotation and tod advance shutoff and air circulation being 
maintained through dual-tube rods. 

pend particulate matter but impossible to filter for a water 
sample. Behaves as a fluid but has a high percentage of solids. 

WET - Material has enough free water that water can be extruded upon 
band squeezing but a water sample could not be attained. 

DAMP -c Material will not produce water upon squeezing but contains 
minor interstltial water such that it can be molded and remains 
as a coherant mass. 

< 

DRY - Material cannot be molded, is non-cohesive, and was discharged 
accompanied by minor clouds of dust. 

,/ 
VERY DRY - As above except material was discharged wholly as dust. 
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DRILL HOLE LO 
HWE NO. Moore #I 
€LEV. 
DEPTH 562' 'TD 

L ~ T ~ W  Greenwood Ave DATE ORiLtED 1!27/81 ATTITUDE 
LOCGED BY Garv Tavlor CONTR Water Development DRILL.RIG D40K , WATER TABLE 2 '. 

n t  - is amount of water produced a t  the dis- 
nly air circulation and i s  a minor fraction 

of the yield t h a t  could be produced if t h a t  aquifer was 
standard well methods. devel oped 

CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

1.0-3.5 Topsoil'- Roadbase 6r Dump Materia 
!.5- Water Level 

1 5-30.0 Gravel: 
rar. colored wolcanics, sub-angular 

Saturated, poorly sorte 

colored sub-angula 
and 10% silty clay 

44 

REMARKS I 
rilling with 5 1/8" 
ri-Cone Rotary. Bit 
nd Dual-tube rod 

ide 'of tools 
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rp?o.oT Loll?ornio 
Tho Rosourcor Aaancy 

DRILL )TOLE LOG 
DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY HOLE NO. 

PROJECT& FEATURE 
0 

REMARKS I 

rp?o.oT Loll?ornio 
Tho Rosourcor Aaancy 

DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY HOLE NO. 

DRILL )TOLE LOG 
PROJECT& FEATURE 

0 

REMARKS I CL4fllflCATlON AND DESCRIPTION 

Same as 45.0-75.0 except sand fract ion 
increases Po 15-20%. ' 

3 1  .Ow95 .O Clayey-Sand: 
tlminor gravel, clay: 
plastic, 2.5.Y 514 

;L 

. .  
Damp, poorly gradc 

It. o l ive  color 

d lusty Dri l l ing 

3- 35.0-98.0 Sandy Clay; damp, 70% fines ,  101 
? l a s t i c i t y , '  dk. gry-brn qolor 2.5 Y 4 / 2  f 
)8 .O-115 .O S i l t y  Gravel : Wet, 80% gravel, 
sub-angular-, hard var. colored volcanic 
cocks; 20% fine,  non-plastic, ol ive brown 
2.5 Y 414 S i l t .  

. .  

115.0=122,0 Sandy S i l t ;  saturated,  non 
Blastic, quick dilatency; 10% fine-grainec 
lark-colored volcanic sand, It. ol ive brn 
1.5 P 514 

122.0-159.0 S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  
75-80X gravel., sub-angular, hard var iable  
:olored volcanic rocks, poorly sqrted; 
!O-25% fine,  med-plastic, It. o l ive  brown 
:olor, 2.5 Y 514 

i lud Skurry gas temp. 
)f 15 C (59 F) 

... 1 c :  

. .  

1 : ' SI 
1 
8 .  

lud s l u r r y  temp. at 
10°C (86'F) f 

lot enough H20 t o  
t sample 

159.0-161 .O S i l t y  Clay: 
>last  ic, qui& dilatency ; IO-15% dark 
:olored volcanic sand. It. bluish grey 
:olor . 

saturated,  low- 
c 

CL 7 161.0-173;O S i l t y  Gravel; saturated,  
)OX gravel same as 122.0-159.0 

173 .O-175 .O S i l t y  clay (a1 tered volcanic 
Ish),, wet, p l a s t i c ,  bluish-grey color 
iB 511- 
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Tha Korourcor Agency 
DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY HOLE NO., 

DR1LL'HOl.E LOG 
PpOJECT& FEATURE 

7 - 
LOG 

k 

CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

.75.0-179.0 S i l t y  Gravel: same as 122.0- 
L59 .o _ _  
L79.0-180. S i l t y  Clay 5B 6/1 . 4 

180.0-183.0 S i l t y  Gravel: w e t ,  It. tan col 
183.0-184.0 S i l t y  Clay: 5 B 6 /1  
184 .O-199 .O S i l t y  Gravel: wet, 80% gravel 
rub-angular, pred. dark colored volcanic 
rocks; 20% f ine,  p l a s t i c  ol ive gry silt 
i Y 4/2 

199 .O-200.5 S i l t y  Clay bluish-grey S B S i l  

200.5-210.0 S i l t y  Gravel: same as 184.0- 
199.0 ~ 

210.0-216.0 S i l t y  Sand: saturated,  80% . 
sub angular vat. colored volcanic sand; 
20% fine,  non-plastic, gry-brn color 
2.5 Y 412 . 
216.0-220.0 S i l t y  Sand: 
rxcept It. reddish-brn color 

Same as above 

220.0-230.5 S i l t y  Gravel: Saturated, 
30% sand nd gravel, var. colored volcanir 

L t .  reddish-brown color 5 YR 4/4 
f i t h  redn 4 xide coating; 10% f ine  s i l t ,  

- 
230.0-233.0 S 9 t y  Gravel: same as above 
aut w i t h  It. t an  color t o  si 

233.0-264.5 S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  90% 
Fred. dark colored volcanics p r i n  . ' 

indesite with minor wht. rhyol i te  clasts; 
LO% f ine,  olive-gry s i l t  5 Y 4 /2  

264.5-267:O SI€ty Clay: 5 B 4 / 1  

267.0-292.0 S i l t y  Gravel: sqturated,  
poorly sorted,  var. colored volcanics 
5 Y 412 color. 

T 

4 

-5 

2- 

f 

1 REMARKS 

4 

!20 temp a t  32OC 
(89'F) 

.I 120 Temp a t  36OC 

IEET 3 OF G: ' 46 



Tho Rerowreas Agoncy 
OlVlSlON OF MINES AND GEOLOGY . HOLENO. 

ORILL HQLE LOG I .  

PROJECT& FEATURE - 
LOG CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIFTIUN . 

,92 .O-294 -5 S i l t y  Sand: saturated,  85X 
'ub-angular volcanic sand; 5% gravel; 
OX Bine, non-plastic silt, olive-grp colc 

Y 412 

94.5-311.5 S i l t y  Gravel : saturated,  90% 
and & gravel, poorly sorted,  var. cplored 
olcanics princ. dk. grn-black andesite & 
asalt .  w/ minor unaltered su l f ides  feS. 
0% S i l t ,  non-plastic, '5 Y 412 

11.5-312.0 Silty Clay: Bluish-grey 5 B 4/ 
12.0-325.0 S i l t y  Gravel: 
11.5 except '10-15% wht . rhyol i te  gravels. 

same as 294.5- 

- 
25.0-327.0 S i l t y  Clay: 
olor 5B 4/1. 
27.0-335.5 S i l t y  Gravel: saturdted, 90% 
olcanic sand & gravel,' poorly sorted; 10% 
ilt 5 Y  4/2 

35.5-342.0 S i l t y  Clay: damp, highly plas  
k. bluish-gry color 5B 411. Altered 
olcanic ash. 
42.01350.0 S i l t y  Clay: damp, highly p l a s t  
mall amount of silt, dark reddish brown 
-5YR 3/4 (oxidized volcanic ash) 

50.0-356.0 S i l t y  Clay: Damp, highly p l a s t  
mall amount,of s i l t  ol ive grey color 
P 5k2 

damp, dk. bluish- 

- 
56.0-370.0 S i l t y  Clay: damp, highly 
lastic, small amount of s i l t ,  grey color 
Y S/l Remmant mafic crystals (horn-blende 
nd/or augite? 1 

70.0-375.0 S i l t y  Clay: damp, highly p l a s t  
inor silt, greenish-grey color 5GY 511 

47 

REMARKS I 

0 sample' taken a t  < 
282' 46OC. - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3 

i g  shutdown on 
/29/81. Tools plugg - - - 

2 0 Temp 1L3OF. 

1 

0 Sgmpie a t  322' 
46 C. 

: 1 

ilteqed out of s l u r '  

2 EET + OF 



amio 'or LO I iror 
Tho Rosourcos A 

DlVJSlON OF MINES LOG 
DRILL HOLE COG 

HOLE NO. 

PROJECT& fEAlURE 

Zig Shutdown on 
L/30/81 

lrillers "Bone" 
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PROJECT& FEATURE 

Tho Rasowcos Agency 
DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY HOLE NO. 

DRILL HOLE LOG 



W..l.W-Ul CUI). 

f b o  Resources 

DRILL HOLE LOG 
HOLENO. Arroyo # l  

PROJECT ELEV. 
FEATURE DEPTH ~ 

ATTITUDE 

WATER TABLE . 

*CS-Sample of cut t ings 

t h a t  aqui fe r  was developed by standard well methods. * 

- 
LOG CLASSIFICATlON AND DESCRIPTION 

damp,med. s o d n g ,  
lor, 10 VR 414. 

' f  

REMARKS 

S t a r t  with 12 1/4" z 
steel tipped tri-cone b i t  with mud . - 
Sample A#3 taken 
from cut t ing p i l e  e 
hole posi t ion unkno 

- - - - 
. .  - 
I - - Drillers "Bone" - - - 
* - - 
% 

slowed - d r i l l i n g  
b 
I 

before d r i l l i n g  bega 

12/20/80 66'F Temp. 
rqcorded i n  morning- 

A i r  r e tu rn  with dual 

12/18/80 Set 8 1/2" 
ID casing d r i l l  
ahead w/5 1/8" 
down hole hammer b i  i 



CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

15 .o-100 .O Gravel: saturated,  poorly 
sorted, large sized 1"-3", dk. colored 
volcanic rock, sub-angular; 10% silt,  
It. o l ive  color  5Y 412. 

. .  , 

100.0-103.0 S i l t y  Clay: Saturated, very 
plastic, bluish-grey color 5B 5/1 

103.OL130.0 Gravel: saturated,  same as 
75.0-100.0 except silt  content increases 
t'o 15-20% p l a s t i c ,  lt. olive-brown color 
2.5Y 4/4. 

130 0-1 .O Sand: saturated,  poo;ly sortc 
ri th minor gravel. 
ingular fragment s. 

Dk. volcanic sub- 

133.0-156.0 S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  80% 
:ravel, sub-angular dk. colored volcanicr 
!O% s i l t ,  med. p l a s t i c ,  It. olive-brown 
:olor'2.5 Y 514 

.56 .O-161 .O Gravely Clay, saturated,  
ligh p l a s t i c h y ,  blue-grey color,  
IB 4/1, 60% gravel, sub-angular dk. volci 

61.0-202;O S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  
IO-85% poorly sorted,  volcanic gravel,  
ub-angular; 1 5 Z  s i l t ,  med-plasitc, olive 
brown color 2.5Y 5/4 

REMARKS I 

Smk .of Colifornio 
The Resourcea Agency 

DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY HOLE NO. 
DRILL HOLE LOG -. 

PROJECT6 FEATURE 

. .  

J20 Temp 72.8'F 

t 
i 

120 Temp 74.50F 

i20 Temp 75.1'F 

212/23/80 with 
t 0 Sample taken 

laving set t w g  days 
,O Temp. 78.2 F 

.I L20 Temp 81.5'F 



i 
1 

1 

! .  

. .  

CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

Silty Gravel. cont 

REMARKS I 
120 Sample taien 

at  180’ 88 F. 

IEET J OF ,j’ ’ 
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DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY 
DRILL HOLE LOG 

HOLENO. A?TOVO # 2 
PROJECT lblUXXa ture Geothermal project ELEV. 
FEATURE __ DEPTH 885' . _  

LOCATION 2565 Grant St. DATE DRILLED 12/29/80 ATTITUDE V e r t i c a l  
LOGGEDBY Go Taylor, CfflTR. water Devel0-t DRILL.RIG D-4o-K WATER TABLE 42*5' 

* Water Content - i s  amount of water produced at the dis-- 
charge by only air circulation and is a minor fraction of the 
yield t h a t  could be produced i f  t h a t  aquifer was developed 
by standard well methods. . .- 
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DIVISION OF MINE HOLE NO. 
. DRILL ti0 

DIVISION OF MINE HOLE NO. 
. DRILL ti0 

PROJECT& FE 

CLAfSlFlCATlON AND DESCRIPVOM 

77.0-79.5 Gravel: 
79 . 5-80.0 Clay6y 

colored volcakks w/minor &t.rhyolite c 
92.0-93.5 Sil 
It. olive &,2.N 5/4 

C l a  : damp, very plastic 

93 . 5-97 . 0 Gravel : 
97.0-98.0 Silty Clay: 
dk. bluish-grey 5B 6/1. 
98.0-128.0 S nty Gravel: 
poorly sorrted8 wed. dk. 
rocks w/minor w h i t e  rhyo 

128.0-130.0 C l a  Gravel: dry, 70% dk. 
volcanics; 30% + clayey s t8 med; plastic 
It. blu ? 5B 511 
130.0-142.0 S i l t y  Gravel: dry, sarne as 
98.0-128.0 

148.5-15 
plastici 

158.0-179.0 Silty Gravel: dry, 75% poor1 
sorted, dk. colored volcanics, 25% s i l t ,  
olive grey color, 5Y 4 
fraction f m  172'-17 

Increase in san 
. .  

54 . .  
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in. KOSOVICOS ogency 
DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY. HOLE NO. .- 

DRILL l lOLE LOG . 
PROJECT& FEATURE 

WATER 
- 
LOG CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

179.0-180.0 kty C h f i  Wet, lt. bluish 
grey color 5B 711 . 

180,O-202.0 S i l  Gravel: saturated, 85 
dk. colored --+---I vo canlcs; 5% silt, low 

202.0-204.0 Silty Clay: dmnp, very plas 
bluish grey color 33 5/1 
204-0-262.5 Silty Gravel: saturated, 85 
dk. colored, poorly sorted volcanic 
gravel, pin. bdts and black-greenisl 
grey andesites. 15% silt, low plasticit: 
It. olive color, 5Y 5/4. Increase i n  sa 
% downward* 

262.5-264.5 &ey ,Gravel: w e t ,  60% 
vdlcanics, poorly sorted: 40% s i l t y  cla: 
plastic, It. bluish-grey 5B 7/1 ' 

264.5-279.0 Gravel: dry - 
. .  

REMARKS I 

~ O T ~ T C I P .  88% 3 

"2 Temp 89.6% 4 

i20 T W  91.5% 

5° Tenp 92.OoF 

240' 93.0 12" s-le T-a t  1 

tig shutdown on 
2/30/80 
120 Temp on 
IEET 3 Of- /e 





PROJECT& FEATURE 

WATER 
CGNTftJT 

391.0-392,O S i l t  C l a  : s a t u r a t e d  
b l u i s h - g r e y  &SIX .  
392.0-398.0 

It . blu ish  
399.0-116.0 S i l t y  Gravel: s a t u r a t  
dk v o l c a n i c  r o c k s ,  20% si l t ,  l o w -  
plastic,  It. o l ive  color 

398.0-399.0 

416.0-417.0 S i l t y  Clay: s a t u r a t e d  
It. b l u i s h - g r e y  color SB 5/1 
417.0-423.0 S i l t y  Gravel 

423.0-427.0 S i l t y  Sand:  

427.0-429.0 S i l t  G r a v e 1 : s a t u r a t e  

gravel. 
429.0-438.0 
poarly sor t  sands, 30% 
s i l t ,  lt. ol ive color, SY 5/4 

438.0-441;O S i l t y  Gravel . 

441.0-444.0 S i l t y  Sand: 

minor  s h t .  r + y o t i t e  showllng i n  

61.0 S i l t  Gravel: saturatl 
vels ,  --I-+-- 0 s i l t ,  l o  
olox, 5Y 4/2 

46  2.0 
b l u i s h - g r e y  
462.0-470.0 

c ted 
o i ive  color, 5Y 4/2 

REMARKS - 
- - 
- - 

i20 Temp llO°F 1 
R i g  S e t t i n g  for 
1 H r ,  - - - 

-.I 
-I - 
L - - 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Shutdown on. 
12/31/80  a t  422:g 
T o o l s  pulled to  
c h a n g e  tri-cone. 

when h o l e  b l  
H20 temp 114'F 

H20 sample t a k e n 4  3 
T o o l s  plugged a t 4  

Tools p u l l e d  a n d  
s u b  changed  res t 

445 '  shutdown o 
1/12/81 

on 1/15/81 3 4 J20 .Sample t a k e  



.. - 
LOG CLASSIFICATION AND OESCRlPflON 

478.0-483.5 Sand C l a  :damp, .med. 
s o r t e d  sand; + 0% s i l t y  c l ay ,  dk 

brown color, 10VRLS/4 

483.5-487.0 S i l t y  Sand: 
poorly s o t t e d , - l t .  o l i v e  color 
5Y 5/49 
487.0-501.0 Sk'l t  Sand: saturated 

color, 5YR 6/3. 
med so r t ing ,  + t reddish brown 

501.0-505.0 S i l t y  Gravel: 
ddish-brown s i  

505.0-512.0 S i l t  Sand: s a tu ra t ed  
med so r t ing ,  -+- vo canic sand; s i l t ,  
dk reddish borwn, 5YR 3/3.(oxidia  
fes t o  l imonite  feol  

UlVlSlUN Up MINt3 UNU (itVLUbT HULt NU. I 
DRILL MOLE LOG . - - 1 PROJECT6 FEATURE 

I 
I 
1 
i 

I 

1 
i 
I 
1 

I 1 

I 
1 
I 
~ 

I 

i 
1 
i 
I 

i 
i 

rhyo l i t e :  25%. si l t ,  low p las t i c i t  
It. reddish-brown color 5YR 6/3 

542.0-564.0 S i l t y  Gravels: satur- 
a ted ,  20730% S i l t ,  low p l a s t i c i t y  

wish-brown color, 1 0  1 

567.0-578.0 S i l t y  Gravel 

f 
"r 

* .  
4 



(trcourcmr Agency 
FMINES AND GEOLOGY HdLE NO. 

- PROJFCT k FEATURE 

578.0-580.0 S i l t y  Sand:.saturgted, well 
sor ted,  sub-angular; 20% silt, low 
p l a s t i c i t y ,  It. .olive ca lo r  5Y 5/4' 

580.0-587.0 S i l t y  Gravel: 

b luish-grey 

588.0-600.0 S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  80% 
volcanic sand and gravel: '20% silt. It. c 
co lo r .  5Y 

600.0-603.0 S i l t y  Sand . 

603.0-612.0 S i l t y  Gravel: 

612.0-613 .O Sandy Clay: saturated,  poorlj 
sor ted,  low p la s t i c i ty , '  bluish-grey coloi 
5B 6/1 
613.0-659.5 S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  
poor%y sorted dk. colored volcanic rocks 
with minor sand lenses; silt ,  low 
p l a s t i c i t y ,  o l ive  color ,  5Y 5/4. 
Reddish-Brown ca lor  5YR 6/3 i n  cu t t ings  
a t  621 ' . Probably digenet ic  py r i t e  
(FeS) oxidizing t o  limonite (FeO) 

med. P la s t i c  

~ ive 

I 

4 H20 Temp 107.7'F 

1 H20 Temp llO°F 

Drillers "Bone", 
probably b i t  r o l l i n  
on oversize cobble. 

%O Temp ll6'F 

Rapid increase t o  
145' i n  H20 temp 
the8 f a l l o f f  t o  
121 F with Rotation 
shutdown 1/15/81 
at 622' 

H20 Temp 115.4'F 

H20 Temp 116'F 

H20 Sample taken 

H20 Temp 115'F 
4 
4 '  

t E E T  7 01- /b 
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CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

S i l t y  Gravel: saturated,  poorly sorted,  
20-25% silt, low p l a s t i c i t y ,  It. o l ive  

: saturated,  med. 
sorted,  It. ol ive color 5Y 5/4 . 
706 -0-718 *O 

718.0-720.0 Sandy Clay: wet, med. so r  
sand w/ dk. red h-grey c l ay  SYR 412 
med. p l a s t i c -  
720.0-738.5 s i l t y  Sand: w e t ,  med. sorting 
princ. dk color  volcanic sand; clayey 
silt, reddish-grey color 5YR 412. Clay 
appears to  be i n s i t u  a l terat ion 'of  It. 
reddish-brown andesite clasts. 

742 .O-759 e 0  

an oxidized, a l t e r ed  volcanic ash 

: damp, 'very p l a s t j  

: wet, pred. dk. 

Altered volcanic ash of probqble a e r i a l  
origin.  
deg'ree of oxidation. 

Same as 742.0-759.0 except lessc 



HOLE NO. 

DRILL HOLE LOG . 
PROJECT& FEATURE 

CLASSIFICATION A N 0  DESCPIPTlON 

777.0-782.0 Clayey-Gravel: dry, poQrly 
sorted volcanic tuff, sub-rounded, green 
ish-grey color,. 56Y 5/1 
782.0-786.0 Altered volcanic ash: dry, d 
greyish-brown color, lOYR 412. - 
786,0-794 .O.' Altered-volcanic ash flow - tuff: dry, lt.'brownirh-grey color, 
LOYR 6/2. Unit, grade8 dowkcrrd into a 
hard unaltered tuff, 
794 .Q-804 .O Welded Tuff :varigated color 
wbitish-grey to greenish-grey highly. 
siliceous, with minor pyrite and minor 
chlorite alteration. 

804.0-814.5 Silty Clay: damp, tuff 
fragments with altered volcanic ash, dk. 
yellowish brown color, 10 YR 4/4, . 
Low plasticity. - 

814.5-834 .O Altered volcanic ash: dry, 
dk. greyish-black color, 2 SYR n/3 - -  
minor euhearal crystals of pyrite (FeS), 
probably diagenetic in origin. 

* .  

834.0-849.0 Altered volcanic ash: dry, 
same as above except color changes to a 
grey color 2.5YR 5/2. 

849 .O-854 .O Altered volcanic ash flow 
tuff: 
-tic-andesite in composition. 
Residual indurated zone at 85r.5-852.5. 

dry, greyish-black color, 2.5YR N/ 

Disseminated pyrite 1-2X. . .  

854.0-856.5 Altered volcanic Ash: dry, 
very fine grained, It .' whitish-grey 
CQlOr, 5Y 7/1. 
856.6-869.0 Altered volcanic ash: dry 
olive grey color, 5Y 6/1. 

. -  . .  
669.0-814 .O Altered volcanic ash: dry 
olive grey color, 5Y 5/1,' 
874.0-878.0 Ash flow tuff 

61 

REMARKS 

7 

Dusty Drilling 1 
Slow drilling 
Minor cuttings in' 
return due to clays 
packing up in iuber. 
bar re 1 

Eools plugged at 
502' on 1/20/81 

Rods getting diffic 
Po rotate almost 
stuck on rod change. 
Jater and oil inject 
into hole in an. 
rrttempt to decrease 
torque. 

1 

tEET 9 or * . 



the Korourcap Agency 
HD'LE NO. DlVlSlON OF MtNES AND GEOLOGY , 

. DRILL HOLE LOG 

CLASSIFICATION AND OESCRlPtlON 

Welded tuff: highly siliceous, greyish- 
black color. Manganese along fracture 
surfaces 

880.0-885.0 Welded tuff: lt. greenish- 
grey color,.vesicular and glassy, 
56Y 511 probably represents upper part o 
an ash flow tuff cooling unit . Rock is 
andesitic-dacite in composition. 
885.0 Welded tuff: as above except color 
is black 2.5Y N/2. Pyrite 1XCconfined 
to fracture filling.manganese 
concentrations along fractures 
replaces feldspar. Very minor 
calcite coating. Voids have be 
resi3ified with opaline ( 1 )  

878.0-880.0 

REMARKS 1 
I 
Black "scum" on 
return water (Mg?) 
trio Temp 132.6'F 
H20 Sample taken 
Drilling'very slow 

Bole abandoned at 
885 ' on 1/23/81 
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APPENDIX c 
WATER CHEMISTRY ANBLYSES AND RESULTS 

Chemical analyses of waters collected from the three wells are shok 

in Table C-1, along with dates of sample collection, sampling temperature, 

depth at which samples were collected, pH, specific conductance, salinity, 

calculated and corrected total dissolved solids, calculations of sodium 

adsorption ratios ( S A R )  and residual sodium carbonate (RSC) and chemical 

charactertics. 

of the data presented in the columns shown on thetable, together with comments 

An explanation of some of the methods used in the collection 

on their meanings, is presented following the table. 

The geothermal waters in all three wells drilled during this investigation 

are rich in chloride, implying a hot water system rather than a vapor dominated 

system. 

As has been mentioned elsewhere in this addendum and also in the main 

volume of the Calistoga report, there are two principal water regimes in the 

vertical section at Calistoga: 

~120 ft) and a deeper higher temperature geothermal water zone (>120 ft). 

clear from an examination of the water analyses results given in Table C-l 

a shallow low temperature fresh water zone 

It is 

that samples from the fresh water zone are mainly bicarbonate in anion character, 

with characteristically lower amounts of chloride, sulfate, and carbonate. 

The samples are mainly calcic in cation character, with relatively lower amounts 

of sodium, potassium, and magnesium, the other three major cations. 

In contrast, the samples from the the geothermal water zone are mainly 

chloride in anion characteristic with lesser bicarbonate, carbonate, and fluoride 

content. 

lower calcium, magnesium, and potassium contents. 

They are sodic with respect to cation characteristic and have relatively 





1. Sampling Temperature 

EXPLANATION FOR TABLE 1 

Sampling temperature is t Le surface temperature for a spring or a non- 

boiling well discharge, the temperature of steam separation for well dis- 

charges above boiling, or the down-hole tmeperatures if a down-hole sampler 

is used. The average temperature for the geothermal waters is 41.5'C while 

that for the fresh water, is 12.5OC. 

2. pH 

This is an expression of the intensity of the acidity or alkalinity in 

The scale ranges from 0 (strongly acidic) to 14 (s,trongly alkaline) water. 

with neutral water at 7. Most Western U.S. irrigation waters fall in the 

mildy alkaline range, 7 to 8.5. The range of pH in the geothermal waters i s  

6.85 to 9.03 and that for the fresh water is 7.75 to 8.05. 

Arroyo #1 well are very mildly acidic to neutral, and those of erroyo #2 

and Moore #l are neutral to very very slightly alkaline and mildly alkaline 

The waters of 

to strongly alkaline in nature, respectively. 

3. Specific Conductivity 

This is the reciprocal of resistivity. The resisitivity is the re- 

sistance in ohms of a conductor. 

in reciprocal ohms per centimeter, or mhos per centimeter (Todd, 1964). 

The range and mean specific conductance for geothermal waters in Arroyo #l, 

Arroyo 82, and Moore #1, respectively, are 500-900 and 750; 740-960 and 812; 

Hence, specific conductivity is expressed 

and 710-1120 and 911 micro mhos/cm. 

progression from west to east as was shown with p?I determinations. 

This shows a similar distinctive 

4. Cations 

The basic catson constituents present in significant concentrations in 

the water are calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium. Calcium, magnesium, 

and potassium are essential plant foods. 
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Sodium is taken plants, but,pro is not an essential nutrient 

and may be toxic ants if taken ities. When the 

sodium concentration is higher, the 

when calcium and magnesium predominate, the alkali hazard is lower. 

hazard can be determined by calculating the 

This 

um-Adsorption-Ration (SARI. 

Anions 

Carbonate - bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, and nitrate are the more 
important anions plant nutrients 

and are needed in reasonable concentrations. i n  higher Concentrations 

is sirable to some plan 

pH in a water. With high concentrations 

Carbonate (RSC) L 

The range and mean corrected t 
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d 549-622 and 580 mg/l. In fresh 

1 and the mean 173 mg/l. 

7. 

SAR is defined by the equation: 

pressed in milliequivalents per liter 

. This sodium-adsorption-ratio $s used to 
is based on the absolute and relative 

ed major ions in water. The range and 

QS for geothermal waters in Arroyo #1, 

ctively, 9.15 - 10.13 and 9.27¶ 5.10 = 18.10 
9 

and 10.97; and 5,75 - 16.33 and 11.30 meqll. The range and mean in fresh 

, respectively. 
a. 

of water, which is 

defined by the equation: 

in which the concentrafions are also expressed in meq/l. It is also a 

calculated value. Past researchers (Wilcox, L.V, , 1955) have shown that 
e than 2.50 reeq re marginal, and those containing less 

probably safe. In the present study, the range 

and mean of residual sodium carbonate ratios for gpothermal waters in 

espectively, 2.34 - 2.63 and 

86 and 1.81 meq/lRSC. The value 

for the fresh waterg ;is 0 
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9 .  Boron Hazard 

Boron is  fo  

traces to several t i a l  to plant 

growth but i s  exceedingly toxic a t  levels  only s l ightly above opt;lmum. 
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EXPLANATTON FOR TABLE C-2 

1. Conductive Temperature (Chalcedony) 

This is the chalcedony saturagion geothermometric temperature ("C) 

with conductive cooling, 

2. Conductive Temperature (Quartz) 

quartz saturation geothermometric temperature ("C) 

assuming no steam loss during conductive cooling. 

3. Adiabatic Temperature (Quartz) 

This is the quartz saturation geothermometric temperature ("C) 

assuming steam loss during adiabatic cooling. 

4. Feldspar Temperature 

This is the temperature ("C) calculated from the ratios of Na to K 

using the White-Ellis curve (cf Truesdell, 1975) Fournier-Truesdell 

(1973, 1974) ,equation or revised Fournier (1979) equation. 

5. Cation Temperature 

T h i s  is also known as the empirical temperature ("C) calculated from 

the Na Go K to Ca using Fournier and Truesdell's (1973, 1974) equation. 

Fournier and Potter (1979) have published a method of correcting this 

empirical temperature on the basis of sample's magnesium content. 

Calculstioas for classification o f  water were performed using "weight" as 

a basis. 

determining the various water types. 

have the following meanings: 

6. 

Equivalent parts per million (epm) values have been used in 

The symbols used in this column 

= when one cationlanion is approximately equal to another cation/anion 

in concentration. 

- when one catiw/aniw i s  1 to 1.2 times the concentration of another 

cation/anion. 





U?gp TYPE 

1.1 106.7 

101.6 93.6 

WOoBe #1 
YolSanplw 6 

142.0 89.1 08.8 
Median 46.0 142.0 91.0 114.0 
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